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					Details				

				
					Vitamin liquid supplement for cage and aviary birds. Contains fertility enhancing vitamin E in association with Selenium according to the latest zootechnical findings. Vitamin E is an indispensable food additive in preparation for nesting. Thanks to its anti-oxidant and epithelium-protective action, vitamin E promotes song and spermatogenesis in males, induces early mating and facilitates hatching.
				

				
				Brand :
				
										Raff Professional
				
				


				
				Package :
																				25 ml / 200 ml					
				
				

				
														
					Species :					
						canaries, exotic finches, european fauna, budgerigars, parrots, pigeons, faisant and others.					
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		FERTI-VIT powder		
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		VITAMINA E Líquida		
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		VITAMINA E powder		
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		VITA E + Se líquida		
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		FERTIZOON PLUS powder		
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